
	

Buildings 
 

In 2017, emissions from residential buildings in the UK accounted for 17% of all carbon 
emissions but in some places this is much higher. In London for example domestic buildings are 
responsible for 36% of London’s total CO2 emissions. Globally, buildings account for just under 
one third of total energy use and a fifth of global carbon emissions. However, it is projected that 
under business-as-usual projections, use of energy in buildings globally could double or even 
triple by 2050. The drivers of this increase include billions of people still requiring access to 
adequate housing and access to electricity.  

Failure to encourage energy-efficiency and low-carbon when constructing new buildings 
or retrofitting will lock countries into the disadvantages of poor performing buildings for 
decades.  

An outline of what this resource will include:  
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HOW DOES CLIMATE 
CHANGE IMPACT 
BUILDINGS? 
Climate change is set to impact 
our homes and buildings 
through increased flooding, 
and higher temperatures for 
example. This section outlines 
the problems and points to 
some potential solutions. 
	

GOVERNMENT POLICY 
ON BUILDINGS 
Click here to read an overview 
of some of the current 
government policy and targets 
in areas such as energy 
efficiency of buildings, 
flooding, low carbon homes 
and smart meters to name a 
few. 
	

WHAT CAN YOU ASK 
YOUR MP TO DO? 
Buildings have a long life span so 
it is vital that we build homes 
that are 'future ready.' Click here 
to learn more about talking to 
your MP about this, as well as 
some key asks for talking to our 
MPs about existing homes. 
	



	

How will climate change impact buildings? 

 
Buildings face major risk of damage from projected climate change impacts. This section will 
outline some of these risks but also provide some examples of how these can be overcome 
through building design. 
 
The National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) sets out a requirement for Local Planning 
Authorities (LPAs) to “adopt proactive strategies to mitigate and adapt to climate change, taking 
full account of flood risk, coastal change and water supply and demand considerations.” 
Therefore local councils have a key role to play in adapting our buildings to climate change. 
 
Some of the ways in which climate change is and is expected to impact buildings are: 
 
Excess Heat 
 
Warmer summers mean that we will require a greater need for cooling. The summer 2018 
heatwave for example is Britain’s longest spell of hot weather in 42 years. 
 
This report shows that some types of property are more prone to overheating than others – top 
floor flats and new-build detached houses, as well as housing in dense cities and towns rather 
than in rural areas. This is due to the Urban Heat Island effect*. There is also currently no 
standard definition of excess heat in the building regulations, meaning that discrepancies can 
occur in building processes, impacting residents in different ways. 
 
Successive updates to the building regulations have encouraged designers to increase insulation 
levels. The NBS also says that increased air-tightness and insulation requirements have not been 
matched by cooling and/ or ventilation requirements, to prevent or expel excess heat build-up. 
 
 



	

SOLUTIONS 
 
Use vegetation (deciduous is effective) to provide shading to buildings, whilst at the same 
time providing more greenery for both health benefits and to absorb carbon dioxide. 
 
Passive Solar design: Passive solar design refers to the use of the sun’s energy for the heating 
and cooling of living spaces. If designed correctly they require minimum maintenance. 
 
How does it work?  
Solar radiation is trapped by the greenhouse action of correctly oriented (north-facing) glass areas 
exposed to full sun. Trapped heat is absorbed and stored by materials with high thermal mass* 
inside the house. It is re-released at night when it is needed to offset heat losses to lower outdoor 
temperatures. Passive solar heating is used in conjunction with passive shading, which allows 
maximum winter solar gain and prevents summer overheating (Your Home).  
 
Some features necessary for passive solar buildings: 

• Roof Overhangs: in the summer months, these provide shading and limit the heat 
absorbed. 

• *Construction from materials with high thermal mass. This building design has largely 
been overlooked in the UK to date, mainly because of the typical cool climate of the 
UK. 'Thermal mass' describes a material's capacity to absorb, store and release heat. For 
example water and concrete have a high capacity to store heat and are referred to as 
'high thermal mass' materials (Green spec). 

 
We can think of thermal mass as a sort of battery. When the air is hot, the battery (or walls of a 
building) becomes charged up. When the air becomes cooler, the heat starts to flow out.  By 
alternately storing and releasing heat, high thermal mass effectively diminishes the extremes in 
temperatures. In warm climates where there is significant temperature variation between day and 
night heat is absorbed during the day and then released in the evening when it gets cooler. 

 
Image: Basic principles of passive solar design 

Source: Green Building Advisor 



	

The NBS say that ‘shading and insulation measures need to be considered in tandem with energy 
efficiency, and care needs to be taken to avoid providing summer cooling at the expense of 
increasing winter heating costs.’ 
 
 
*Urban Heat Island: on average, the temperatures in towns and cities are higher than in rural 
areas. This is because the dark materials such as paving, tarmac and bricks absorb heat during the 
day, then re-emit the heat at night, leaving no time for the buildings to cool down. 
 
 
Flooding 
 
The UK Climate Risk Assessment (2017) places the health threat from flooding resulting from 
climate change, as one of the highest priority areas for adaptation, along with health risk from 
higher temperatures. Flooding is the direct result of a warmer atmosphere holding higher 
amounts of water vapour. Therefore the UK is predicted to have: 

• Increased winter rainfall (especially in the north and west) 
• Intense and highly localised summer rainfall (especially in the south and east). 

Image: The UK Government’s assessment of the top six areas climate change risks for the UK 
(UK Climate Risk Assessment, 2017). 

 

In all, around 5.2 million properties in England, or one in six properties, are at risk of flooding 
(Environment Agency). Present day expected annual flood damages for the whole of the UK are 
estimated to be £1.1 billion (UK Climate Risk Assessment). 

Floodwater is invariably contaminated in some form and these contaminants can cause further 
damage to buildings and services, besides posing a threat to public health. 
 
 
 



	

 
SOLUTIONS 

The Government currently has a flood risk investment programme, which will drive down the 
overall risk of flooding and coastal erosion to better protect over 300,000 homes from flooding 
by 2021.  

Flood Re 

In April 2016 this not-for-profit scheme came into effect in the UK, which has been designed to 
ensure that flood insurance remains relatively affordable and available until 2039. It includes: 

• A cap on flood insurance premiums 
• An industry-backed levy: all UK household insurers have to contribute to this levy, 

creating a fund which can be used to pay claims for homes at risk of flooding. 
• Savings of around 30-40% on overall policies for people in high flood risk areas 
•  

Be smart about where we build 

In 2016, 1 in 10 homes in England were built on floodplains. It is very important that building on 
floodplains is discouraged and certainly not incentivised. Houses built post 2009 are therefore 
excluded from the Flood Re scheme. 

Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS) 
 
SuDS have an important role to play in managing surface water flooding. 2.8 million properties in 
England are susceptible to surface water flooding alone (Environment Agency). In prolonged, 
heavy downpours, the ground becomes saturates and the drains and sewers which carry away 
surface water cannot cope, leading to surface water flooding.  
 
SuDS mimic nature and always have a ‘green’ element. Because of this they also benefit water 
quality and biodiversity. There are 3 types of SuDS: 

• Source Control: these allow water to infiltrate into the ground as soon as they hit the 
surface. They may include green roofs and permeable paving. 

• Conveyance: transport surface water from one area to another. They may include swales 
and channels. 



	

• Attenuation: store water and safely release to watercourses. These type of SuDS include 
ponds, wetlands and rain gardens. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Future Trends 

More innovative approaches to the unpredictability of flooding include the concept of ‘floating’ 
structures which, while tethered or anchored in position, are able to rise and fall in response to 
water levels. 
 
Subsidence 
 
Ground movements can be caused by excessive wet and dry weather periods. Excessive dry 
periods can cause shrinkage of the ground, and prolonged rainfall can swell soils. 
 
Drought 
 
The UK Environmental Change Network makes the following predictions in relation to drought 
by 2080: 

• Summers are likely to be drier, with decreases in rainfall of up to 40% in South West 
England 

• Summer temperatures are predicted to increase by 2.5ºC in Northern Scotland and 4ºC 
in the South of England. 
 

Current average water consumption in the UK is around 145 litres per day. Falling ground water 
table levels not only lead to soil shrinkage and subsidence, as discussed above, but also reduce the 
supply of drinkable water. As households become more affluent, and as population levels 
increase, so to the demand on the country’s water resources rises. 
 
SOLUTIONS 
 
BREEAM and the Code for Sustainable Homes offer credits for the implementation of water-saving 
measures in new buildings. 
 
 
 

A	rain	garden	(Image	Source:	Kitsap	
Conservation)	

A		green	roof	(Image	Source:	
Greenroofs)	

A	swale	(Image	Source:	Affordable	
Housing	Institute)	



	

Rainwater collection systems: 
 
An average of 85,000 litres of rain falls on building roofs in the UK every year and the 
use of rainwater harvesting systems provides many benefits (Gutter Mate): 

• The water can be used for laundry and toilet flushing, car washing, swimming pools and 
watering plants 

• Significantly reduce mains water usage of a typical home by 70% 
• Savings on household utility bills 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A simple diagram of the rainwater collection process (Image Source: Climatetech) 
 
Monitor water use through water meters: 
 
This can act as an incentive to reduce water consumption and can help householders make 
significant savings on their annual water bill.  
 
 
Grey water recycling systems: 
 
These systems collect wastewater from showers, baths and wash basins and recycle for use in 
WCs and/ or washing machines 
 
 

Government Policy 
 
Zero Carbon Homes 
 
In 2006, the Labour Government first proposed the zero carbon homes standards, which, 
through a series of tightening measures would have, ensures that all new homes would have to be 
zero carbon within 10 years. The policy was then carried forwards by the Coalition Government 
but in 2015 it was decided that the proposals would not be implemented with ministers citing 
‘significant regulatory burden on housebuilders and developers’ which was thought to lead to the 
construction of fewer homes. Zero carbon homes proposals would have cut emissions from new 
homes to zero, via a combination of on-site low-carbon electricity generation, energy efficiency 
measures and off-site carbon abatement. 



	

 
Research shows the cost of building a zero carbon home is just 1.4% more than a standard 
home, with resulting energy bills 80% lower than the national standard. The cancellation of this 
proposal is concerning given research suggests that residential emissions need to be close to zero 
by 2050 if the UK is to meet carbon targets, considering the difficulty in cutting emissions in 
other sectors. 
 
You can download a full briefing on this policy here from ECIU. 
 

 
Energy Efficiency 
 
Energy Efficient homes are the first step in tackling climate change in the building sector to 
reduce emissions. The In the Clean Growth Strategy, the Government committed to increase the 
efficiency of fuel poor homes to EPC band C by 2030 and of all homes by 2035. Read our 
resource on fuel poverty here. 
 
In the Clean Growth Strategy, the Government committed £640m each year between 2018 and 
2022 for upgrading the energy efficiency of fuel poor homes, but research from the IPPR found 
that £1.3 billion per year between 2019 and 2030 is needed to meet this target set by the 
Government. 
 
The Scottish Government has designed an Energy Efficiency Programme (SEEP). The goal is 
that by 2035, SEEP will have transformed the energy efficiency and heating of Scottish buildings 
so that, wherever technically feasible, and practical, buildings are near zero carbon. 
 
A group of MPs are currently working on rising block tariffs. This tariff would mean that for 
example: consumers would get the 1st 100 units of energy for free. The next 100 units of energy 
would be the same price as what we pay today. Any further energy would be more expensive, 
increasing in increments. The idea of these tariffs are to discourage excessive energy use in 
homes, but obviously there would need to be special case scenarios in place. 
 
Energy efficiency in the rented sector is particularly poor in the UK. There are about 680,000 rented 
properties in England with the worst energy efficiency ratings of F and G. Over forty per cent of households in the 
worst insulated rented homes live in fuel poverty (DECC, 2010). From the 1st April 2018 there will be a requirement 
for any properties rented out in the private rented sector to have a minimum energy performance rating of E on an 
Energy Performance Certificate (EPC) (ResidentsLandlord Association). The lowest efficiency rating is G, so 
therefore E is still incredibly low efficiency.  
 
 



	

 

Retrofitting 
 
The Government is set to achieve its target of improving the efficiency of fuel poor homes to 
EPC band C by 2030 through retrofitting. Retrofitting includes the addition of new features to 
older buildings such as better insulation, double or triple glazing and blocking drafts. 
 
Smart Meter Rollout 
 
The government wants energy suppliers to install smart meters in every home in England, Wales 
and Scotland as part of an £11 billion rollout. There are more than 26 million homes for the 
energy suppliers to get to, with the goal of every home being offered a smart meter by 2020. The 
programme is funded by consumers through higher energy bills. 
 
Ofgem say: ‘Smart meters give consumers near real time information on energy use – expressed 
in pounds and pence –  so that they will be able to better manage their energy use, save money 
and reduce emissions. Smart meters will also bring an end to estimated billing, meaning 
consumers will only be billed for the energy they actually use, helping them budget better.’ 
 
There have been problems reported with the rollout of smart meters up to now, with over one 
million of the estimated 12 million currently installed not currently functioning properly. There 
are reports of the meters being ‘dumb’ meaning that they do not send meter readings to suppliers 
or display usage in pounds and pence. 
 

Passive House 
 
Passive House is a voluntary energy efficiency standard for buildings. It is a construction 
concept that means homes and buildings built to this standard are highly ecologically efficient. 
Passive House buildings allow for heating and cooling related energy savings of up to 90% 
compared with typical building stock and over 75% compared with average new builds. They 
make use of passive solar design. Building to the Passive House standard requires investment in 
higher quality building components required but this cost is mitigated by the elimination of 
expensive heating and cooling systems.  
 
	



	

A group of 93 MPs co-signed a report from the British Infrastructure Group which found that 
the expected saving on an annual dual fuel bill in 2020 had more than halved, from £26 to 
£11.14. Experts also estimate it costs approximately £250 to install a smart meter  
 
The Department of Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS) said, ‘we welcome ideas on 
how to ensure the ongoing success of the smart meter roll out and are already working with 
Ofgem on issues raised in the report.’ 
 

 
 
The need for behavioural change 
  
This research in 2011 found that architectural solutions alone are necessary, but alone they will 
not help us to meet our carbon reduction targets. Alongside changing the form of the built 
environment, we need to change our behaviour also: 

 
“Buildings don’t use energy, people do.” (Janda, 2011). 

 
For example, in order for the Passive House standard or passive solar construction techniques to 
work to their highest efficiency, buildings must be airtight* so as to not interfere with the solar 
gain processes. If inhabitants are to open windows, there will be issues in the systems working to 
their maximum. Therefore, education is important. 
 
*The passive house standard has requirements for ventilation systems rather than opening 
windows. 
 
 

 
 

Mayor of London ‘Energy for Londoners’ 
 
The Mayor of London has launched a pilot scheme for whole-house refurbishment for 10 
homes built between 1950 and 1980 including insulated roofs and walls and solar panels for 
space heating, hot water and electrical appliances. The scheme will use the Energie Sprong 
model and look at how it can be rolled out more widely, to support those living in fuel 
poverty. With a need for London to build 66,000 new homes every year to a zero carbon 
standard, there is significant scope to apply the model to new build housing.   
 
Read more about the Energy for Londoner’s scheme here. 
Read more about the pilot house refurbishment scheme here. 
 
	



	

 

What can you ask your MP? 

 
• The Zero carbon homes (ZCH) policy was dropped in 2015 at the last minute, which 

would have given the UK the opportunity to lead in sustainable building and involved 
the thorough insulation of all new homes to ensure they had zero emissions. You can 
ask your MP about their thoughts on the reintroduction of this policy, and ask them 
what the government is doing to ensure housing is built to be ‘future-ready.’ Building 
energy efficient housing now is much more cost effective than retrofitting in the future. 

• Home energy efficiency needs to be made an infrastructure investment priority. The 
programme would achieve economic growth comparable to any other energy, road or railway 
infrastructure project according to the Government’s own economic analysis. This is largely because energy 
efficient homes see huge consumer savings on their bills. Talk to your MP about this prospect and ask 
them to put this idea forward on your behalf to the Secretary of State for Business, Energy and Industrial 
Strategy or the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and Local Government. 

• You could ask your MP to question in Parliament the 90% drop in the installation of energy efficiency 
measures in the UK and ask what the Government is doing to close the £1 billion investment gap to 
ensure all homes reach EPC Band C. 

• You can talk to your MP about the urgent need for an upgrade of building regulations to ensure that all 
new properties are energy band A or B. New properties built to higher energy efficiency standards would 
be more cost effective in the long term, and reduce the need for retrofitting in the future. 

• You could ask your MP to write to the Secretary of State in the Department of Housing, asking for a new 
regulation to ensure private rented homes are brought up to EPC Band C as soon as possible. 

• Why not meet with your local councillor about SuDS? You can explain the benefits to 
your MP. Perhaps your local area has experienced incidences of surface water flooding. 
Tell your councillor about this and highlight the multiple other benefits. 
 

The UK Green Building Council produced a report, which examined policy options for 
increasing the uptake of retrofitting. You may choose to discuss one of two of these with your 
MP: 

• Variable stamp duty 
• Variable council tax 
• Energy efficiency feed in tariff: this would involve being paid for energy savings through 

energy efficiency. Given the latest consultation on the FITs (see our renewable energy 
resource), this option may be less likely in the current policy climate. But the Green 
Building Council highlight this as the most effective option. 

 
 


